INERT GAS TUBES
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DR. Z
STEPHAN F. & TUCK 17 September ’08

FOR THE INVENTION THAT I CALL “MY LIGHT” WE NEED VERY POWERFUL INERT GAS TUBES FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

1. LIGHT IN THE FORM OF PHOTONS SUCH AS THOSE THAT FLOW IN A SUPER CONDUCTOR
2. PRODUCTION OF A NATURAL SCALAR FIELD – THAT IS MOST LIKELY ALSO AN AMBIENT AETHER. THUS, AUGMENTING THE AETHER – FOR THE PURPOSE OF BRINGING THE BODY INTO HARMONY WITH THE AETHER VIA AN EMP
3. ATTRACTION OF INERT GASES (XENON) FROM THE ATMOSPHERE (THERE WAS AN MIT STUDY DONE ON THIS – I’VE HEARD ABOUT IT THREE TIMES I.E. INERT GASES ATTRACTED TO THE OUTSIDE OF A WORKING INERT GAS BULB)

SORRY TO DRAG YOU THRU MY THINKING PROCESS – BUT, IT WILL COME COMPLETE AT THE END.

SO, THE QUESTIONS ARE:

LIGHT:

ONE WOULD THINK THAT WHOLE LIGHT WOULD BE THE MOST BENEFICIAL I.E. BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT WHICH IS PRODUCED BY XENON. AND, MY DREAM INDICATED A WHITE LIGHT.

IS WHITE THE COLOR OF THE LIGHT THAT FLOWS INTO A SUPER CONDUCTOR? OF ALL THE THINGS THAT I KNOW ABOUT SUPER CONDUCTANCE – THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE FOR MY LIGHT AND I DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER – NOR CAN I SEEM TO FIND IT.

WELL I’VE FOUND ONE REFERENCE TO A GOLDEN LIGHT (NICE) – THE SCIENTISTS CALLED IT BROWNISH-YELLOW (YUK).

BUT, IS WHITE THE RIGHT COLOR?

TO MY MIND THE ABORIGINAL COLOR IS A LIME PIEZOELECTRIC GREEN. THIS IS THE COLOR OF THE HEART CHAKRA AND THUS, PROBABLY THE
COLOR OF LOVE!!! I’M QUITE SURE THAT IT IS THE COLOR OF THE AETHER, WHICH IS WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO HARMONIZE WITH.

WHICH INERT GASES PRODUCE THIS LIME GREEN COLOR NATURALLY? WE MIGHT WANT SUCH A LIGHTED COLORED DEVICE AS A FINISHING TOOL TO ATTAIN ENLIGHTENMENT. HOWEVER, READ TO THE END, PLEASE.

A SCALAR FIELD

HOW BEST TO PRODUCE IT? A HIGH PRESSURE BULB? – THIS BULB WILL BE USED IN A SUN BED FRAME.

XENON HAS GOT TO BE THE ULTIMATE SIZE OF THE ANUs IN THE ATOMIC REALM. THUS, A PERFECT FIT IN THE AETHERIC CELL OF THAT AMBIENT AETHER – THUS, THE MOST EFFICIENT AT AUGMENTING THE AETHER.

HOW TO MEASURE THE STRENGTH OF THE SCALAR FILED PRODUCED? (I’M TIRED – PLEASE HELP ME – MAYBE WE CAN FIND ONE OF THOSE OLD SCALAR GUYS FROM SRI? LIKE GLEN REIN)

ATTRACTION OF INERT GASES FROM THE ATMOSPHERE:

THIS WAS PART OF MY DREAM I.E. THAT THE PATIENT WAS BREATHING INERT GASES, WHICH WERE ATTRACTED TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE INERT GAS LIGHTS. SO, HOW BEST TO DO THAT? WELL I KNOW THIS ANSWER – THE MORE INERT GAS YOU HAVE IN THE TUBE THE MORE INERT GAS IT WILL ATTRACT WHEN IT IS ACTIVATED – SIMPLE.

I GUESS THAT ANSWERS ONE QUESTION ABOUT HOW BEST TO PRODUCE THE SCALAR FIELD I.E. PACK IT IN. YIKES THAT WILL MAKE THE BULB HIGH PRESSURE AND A BIT DANGEROUS – NO PROBLEM THE PLASTIC SHIPPING SHEATH WILL PROTECT FROM THAT EASILY – HHMM, THAT MEANS WE DON’T NEED QUARTZ GLASS – PLASTIC IS NOT GOING TO STOP THE SCALAR FIELD ANYWAY. BUT, I REALLY LIKE THE IDEA OF USING QUARTZ GLASS – ESPECIALLY FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF PHOTONS – THEY NATURALLY TRAVEL IN FIBER OPTICS MADE FROM QUARTZ CRYSTALS.

NOW FOR MY LATEST REVELATIONS ON THIS – AND IT WAS TRULY A EUREKA MOMENT AS I WAS IN THE BATH TUB WHEN THIS CAME TO ME.

SO, AGAIN DEADLY SIMPLE – THE BULBS NEED TO BE AS LARGE AS PRACTICAL FILLED WITH AS MUCH XENON AS POSSIBLE. THE
ACTIVATING ELECTRODES SHOULD BE LASERS (2-D) – LEDs. AND THE LASER INPUT PULSED AT THE FREQUENCY WITH THE WAVE LENGTH OF 12.6 ANGSTROMS AS THIS WILL DIRECTION CLEAN AN AMBIENT AETHER.

THE REASONS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

PHOTON PRODUCTION – THE MORE XENON YOU HAVE THE MORE ACTIVATIONS THAT WILL OCCUR VIA THE ELECTRONS LEAPING FROM SHELL TO SHELL AND EMITTING PERFECTLY PURE PHOTONS.

THese ARE TRUE PHOTONS THAT ARE ANUs AND THEY MAY EVEN CLEAR ONES KARMA. AS PRODUCED THEY WOULD BE SUPER LUMINAL BECAUSE THEY ARE GOING DIRECTLY INTO THEIR OWN AETHER / SCALAR FIELD THAT IS IN HARMONY WITH THE AMBIENT AETHER – DUE TO THIS SCALAR FIELD BEING PRODUCED FROM NATURAL SOURCES, THE INERT GAS.

THUS THE COLOR OF THE LIGHT PRODUCED IS MOOT – BESIDES MOST VISIBLE LIGHT IS A 3-D CONSTRUCT (LASERS AND POLARIZED LIGHT EXCEPTED) AND IT MAYBE THAT WE DO NOT WANT TO PRODUCE VISIBLE LIGHT AT ALL – THAT WOULD BE A FUNCTION OF THE POWER INPUT, WHICH WILL BE ON A RHEOSTAT ANYWAY. THE MAIN THING IS THAT WE ARE GETTING PHOTON AND SCALAR PRODUCTION. WE NEED A WAY OF DETECTING THIS – YOUR ADVICE IS REQUESTED ON THIS, PLEASE.

DURING THIS THINKING PROCESS I WAS TICKLED – THESE ARE REAL PHOTONS COMPOSED OF AN ELECTRON AND A POSITRON – THE REAL KIND OF ENERGY THAT FLOWS IN A SUPER CONDUCTOR. NOT COOPER PAIRS (A THEORY THAT I’VE RAILED AT SINCE FIRST READING IT) – OBVIOUSLY ALL ELECTRONS HAVE THEIR POSITRON CLOSE BY IN THE AETHER – ACTUALLY AS A SPIRITUAL POSITRON THE ESSENCE OF WHICH ALWAYS EXISTS IN THE AETHERIC VOIDS. ANYWAY, WE GET REAL PHOTONS NOT COOPER PAIRS.

NOW WHAT EVER 2-D ENERGY IS PRODUCED IN AN AETHERIC CELL IS MIRRORED OFF INTO AN INFINITE NUMBER OF SUCH – HHMMM – THIS IS HOW SATAN ADULTERATES THE AETHER – BUT, FEAR BEING A 3-D CONSTRUCT DOES NOT GO VERY FAR, WHICH IS WHY HE KEEPS KICKING OUR ASSES. WHEREAS THE LOVING ENERGY PRODUCED BY THIS LIGHT SHOULD PERMEATE AN ENTIRE AREA FOR MILES AND MILES – PLUS, UNLIKE THE ORGONE ENERGY GENERATORS IT WOULD BE HARD TO FIND THE SOURCE AND THAT’S GOOD.

SO, WHAT EVER WE INPUT TO THE AUGMENTED AETHER AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL AS A 2-D ENERGY – THAT WILL BE MIRRORED INTO THE LARGER AETHERIC LEVEL INTO WHICH OUR BODY & AURA FITS AND MAGNIFIED (ACCORDING TO TESLA). THUS, THESE PURE PHOTONS MAY VERY WELL CLEAN OUR AURA (IF DR. SCOTT-MORELY CAN DO IT WITH HOMEOPATHY, SURELY WE CAN DO IT WITH THIS DEVICE.).
NEXT BREATHING THE INERT GAS – THIS CONTAINS LIFE FORCE ENERGY ALSO. THE BULBS MUST BE EXPOSED TO THE ATMOSPHERE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. IF WE GO TO THE TROUBLE OF USING QUARTZ GLASS – THEN WE DON’T WANT PLASTIC IN BETWEEN THE PATIENT AND THE GLASS. BUT, IF THE TUBE IS HIGH PRESSURE, THEN WE COULD HAVE A REAL CATASTROPHE. MAYBE FOR THE INITIAL PROTOTYPES IT IS NOT A PROBLEM I.E. WE CAN USE QUARTZ GLASS DIRECTLY WITHOUT A PLASTIC SHIELD – HEY, WE COULD MAKE A QUARTZ GLASS SHIELD (RIFE USED QUARTZ BARRELS TO CONDUCT LIGHT IN HIS MICROSCOPE)

MAYBE THE QUARTZ GLASS IS SO STRONG THAT WE DON’T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT IT AT ALL???

July 12, 2010, to protect the bulbs and the people we can use a glass honeycomb size of a bee’s nest. The Russian, grebennikov, discovered that the empty bee’s nests and other natural materials make positive affects on people.

SO, FOR THE PROTOTYPE WE CAN USE THE PLASTIC SHIPPING TUBES TO COLLECT THE INERT GAS AROUND THE TUBES VIA CUTTING THE TUBE IN HALF AND SUSPENDING IT JUST OVER THE INERT GAS TUBES IN THE UPPER CLAM SHELL OF THE SUN BED. THEN RUN ANOTHER FULL TUBE ALONG IT WITH LITTLE INLETS DOWN TO THE HALF PIPE ABOVE THE INERT GAS TUBE – LIKE A MANIFOLD – THEN DRAW A GENTLE VACUUM TO COLLECT THE INERT GAS AND DELIVER IT TO THE PATIENT’S NOSE – THIS WAS IN MY DREAM.

OBVIOUSLY THIS IS THE ENTIRE INVENTION AND WE DON’T HAVE TO TELL THE TUBE MAKER – I’M TELLING YOU SO THAT YOU KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING AND WHY. PLEASE DON’T TELL ANYBODY ELSE – NOBODY.

IN THE MEAN TIME – I’VE DECIDED THAT WE NEED TO DO ALL OF THE DEVELOPMENT HERE IN ENGLAND TO AVOID INTERNATIONAL CALLS ABOUT THE DEVICE. AND WE DON’T WANT TO BE SHIPPING THE TUBES TO OUR MEETING HOUSE / SOME WHAT SECRET LOCATION WHERE WE’LL BE BUILDING THIS.

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY SIGN A NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR US IN PERSON THERE. SHIT, WHICH MEANS I’VE GOT TO GIVE THIS INVENTION A NAME???. HHHMM ANY SUGGESTIONS?

FURTHER, IF WE GET THIS THING TO WORK – THEN THERE WILL BE A SIGNIFICANT NEED FOR LOTS OF THESE BULBS WHICH MEANS THAT WE REALLY SHOULD SET UP TO BUILD THEM OURSELVES. AND, I MEAN
REALLY – THE FUNDING IS IN HAND – OTHERWISE, YOU’D NOT BE GETTING THIS LETTER.

WE ARE ROLLING.

SUGGEST YOU READ THE ABSTRACT ON THE BOOK CALLED, TUXEDO PARK. WE NEED OLD GUYS. LIKE GLEN REIN – BUT, LATER AFTER WE’VE CONSOLIDATED AND GOTTEN A COUPLE DEVICES WORKING.

AS ONE BECOMES MORE AND MORE SPIRITUAL & YOUTHFUL – THINGS WILL CHANGE – EVEN OUR PERSONALITIES. NEAT – A NEW LIFE – QUITE LITERALLY

HEY, I JUST INVENTED ANOTHER AWESOME HEALING DEVICE – THIS DEVICE HEALS AT A QUANTUM LEVEL AND COULD PRODUCE SUPER HUMAN BEINGS. AND IT’S SO SIMPLE. BASICALLY A CAPACITOR WHERE THE CAPACITANCE PLATES ARE MADE FROM QUARTZ GLASS IN THE HONEYCOMB SHAPE – COATED WITH A FOIL MADE OF SILVER OR COPPER.

BLESSINGS,

________________________________________

ADDITIONS 18 December 2008
THIS INFO CAME TO ME AS I WOKE UP THIS MORNING

THE NAME OF THE DEVICE: AETHERIC RELAXATION BED (WHICH IS WHAT IT IS) – ARB

THE CLAIM WOULD BE THAT THE ARB RELAXES THE BODY BY BRINGING IT INTO HARMONY WITH THE AETHER. THAT THE ARB RESONANTLY AUGMENTS THE AMBIENT AETHER THUS, BRINGING/FORCING THE BODY INTO HARMONY WITH THE AETHER / NATURE AND THUS RELAXING IT.

THESE ARE KOOKY CLAIMS, WHICH WILL PUT THE PATENT EXAMINERS OFF OF THE REAL RESULTS – PLUS, WE’LL HAVE SOLID PROOF OF THEM

IT’LL BE EASY TO PATENT IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:

WE USE TOM BEARDEN’S STATEMENT THAT AN INERT GAS TUBE GENERATES A SCALAR FIELD

WE GET GLENN REIN ON SIDE TO CONFIRM THE EXISTENCE OF THE SCALAR FIELDS IN GENERAL AND TO MEASURE THE ONE GENERATED BY THE ARB.
AND WE USE THE RUSSIAN’S PROOF THAT THERE IS AN AETHER – THEN DRAW THE CONCLUSION THAT SINCE THE SCALAR FIELD PRODUCED BY THE ARB COMES FROM A NATURAL SOURCE, THEN IT MUST BE IN HARMONY WITH THE AMBIENT AETHER.

NOW FOR BUILDING THE ARB

THE ABOVE IS JUST A LITTLE COMPLICATED IN THAT WE ARE DRIVING THE BALLAST AT THE FREQUENCY THAT HAS A WAVE LENGTH OF 12.6 ANGSTROMS AND THE LASER ACTIVATING ELECTRODES. WE’LL START WITH THIS CONFIGURATION.

LASER ACTIVATION NEEDS TO BE UNI-DIRECTIONAL

BUT, DUE TO THE EXPECTED SUPPRESSION

WE NEED TO SEE HOW SIMPLE WE CAN MAKE THE ARB I.E. JUST THE TUBES IN A REGULAR SUN BED WITH PLASTIC SHIELDS ETC.

WE NEED TO DEVELOP SIMPLE METHODS OF LIQUEFYING WHOLE AIR (THIS MIGHT CAN BE DONE VIA SCHAUBERGER WHORL TUBES) AND THUS BOILING IT OFF AT THE PROPER TEMP TO CAPTURE THE INERT GAS

AND WE NEED TO DEVELOP SIMPLE WAYS OF MAKING THE GLASS TUBES FROM SAND AND FILLING THEM WITH THE INERT GAS.

THEN THE DRIVING BALLASTS.

THAT’S IT.

16 October 2010

I WANT TO AVOID THE USE OF PLASIC AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE

THE IDEA NOW IS TO USE THE GLASS HONEY COMB AS THE SHIELD.

A MANIFOLD THAT COLLECTS THE ATTRACTED XENON GLASS AND TRANSFERS IT TO THE PATIENT TO BREATH. THERE ARE LITTLE TURBINES THAT CAN BE TURNED BY LIGHT – MAYBE ONE OF THEM COULD BE PUT INSIDE THE GLASS MANIFOLD.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT XENON IS NOW USED IN MEDICAL PROCEDURES TO REVIVE PATIENTS THAT HAVE BEEN PUT INTO A COLD STASIS FOR LONG SURGICAL PROCEDURES. THE XENON RE-ACTIVATES
THE DNA IT SEEMS. BREATHING THE XENON ATTRACTED FROM THE ATMOSPHERE IS IMPORTANT TO THE SUCCESS OF THE DEVICE.

Mike:

frequency = speed of light / wavelength
3.0 x 10^8 meters per second / 12.6 x 10-10 meters / cycle = .2380952 x 10^18 cycles per second
= 2.380952 x 10^17 cycles per second

which is in the x-ray range.

Dr. Z

THE X-RAY RANGE IS NORMALLY CONSIDERED HARMFUL RADIATION – IN THIS CASE – I THINK NOT. IN FACT, I THINK WE CAN MAKE SUCH A RATE TO BE VERY BENEFICIAL TO THE BODY – ESPECIALLY IF DONE AS IMPULSE ENERGY. BUT, WE’LL AVOID PRODUCING X-RAYS ANYWAY.

THIS FREQUENCY CORRESPONDS TO THE AMBIENT AETHER THAT HAS OPENINGS OF 6.3 ANGSTROMS – WHICH I BELIEVE IS THE SAME AETHER THAT SUPPORTS THE MANIFESTATION OF THE XENON ATOMS. THEREFORE, WE SHOULD LOOK TO OPEN A PORTAL INTO A SMALLER OR LARGER AMBIENT AETHER.

CONNECTING WITH A SMALLER AETHER WOULD BE PRETTY SIMPLE I.E. DIVIDE BY THE GOLDEN MEAN WOULD BE CLOSE.

OPENING TO A LARGER AETHERIC REALM MIGHT BE TRICKY BECAUSE ABOVE 6.3 ONE GETS INTO THE SIZES OF MOLECULES - THUS, WE COME TO THE POINT WHERE THERE IS A LEAP IN THE SIZE OF THE AETHERS. THEREFORE, CALCULATING THE SIZE OF THE NEXT LARGER AETHER IS PROBABLY NOT POSSIBLE. HOWEVER, IT IS IMPORTANT TO LINK INTO THE NEXT SIZED AETHERIC REALM BECAUSE THIS WOULD CAUSE OUR PERFECTLY PURE BRAND NEW PHOTONS/ANUs TO EXPAND ALL THE WAY THRU THE AETHERIC REALMS TO THE SIZE WE NEED TO BLOT OUT ONE’S KARMA.

THEREFORE, THE WAY FORWARD IS TO TAKE A GUESS AT THE SIZE OF THE NEXT LARGER AETHER, GENERATE A LARGER HARMONIC RATE VIA WHICH WE PULSE THE LASERS THAT ACTIVATE THE XENON LIGHTS – THEN ADJUST THAT RATE UNTIL WE DETECT AN EXPANCE IN THE LOCAL ORGONIC FIELD VIA DOWSING.

WE RECKON THAT THE PHOTON ANus WILL EXPAND INTO MANY LARGER AETHERS WHILE THE LIGHT IS OPERATING - WE SHOULD BE ABLE TO DETERMINE THE EDGE OF THAT FIELD VIA DOWSING.
19 September 2011

NOW WE KNOW THAT THE ALOPATHIC DOCTORS ARE USING XENON TO REVIVE PATIENTS THAT THEY HAVE INTENTIONALLY FLAT LINED VIA COLD / HYPOTHERMIA FOR SURGERY. THEREFORE, VIA THIS DEVICE, IF YOU’VE NOT BEEN DEAD TOO LONG - NO PROBLEM.

THAT’S IT. WE ARE ROLLING IN THAT DR. FLANAGAN WILL BE BUILDING THE DEVICE FOR US

BLESSINGS,